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36 Crazy fists
5 Pattern dragon claws
6 Kung fu heroes
7 Star grand mantis
A daughters vengence
Against drunken cats claws
Ancient art of monkey kung fu
Battle in red temple
Black fist
Black Samuri
Blind fist of Bruce
Blood brothers
Blood mission
Blood of dragon peril
Blood of the dragon
Blood of the hero
Blood on the sun
Blooded tresury fight
Bloodfight
Boatman fighters
Born invincible
Born to fight
Bronson Lee champion
Bruce against iron hand

Bruce Le's greatest revenge
Bruce Le's magnum fist
Bruce Lee fights back from the grave
Bruce Lee way of the little dragon
Bruce Tuan's 7 promises
Bruce Vs Bill
Bruce's fist of vengeance
Bruce's kung fu girls
Cavalier
Chaku master
Challenge of death
Challenge of the Shaolin diciples
Champ against champ
Champion of death
Champion on fire
Champions of champions
Chase step by step
Chinese hercules
City ninja
Crack shadow boxer
Crazy guy with super kung fu
Deadly China dolls
Deadly duo
Deadly duo
Deadly kick
Deadly kicks in the masters shadow
Deadly roulette

Deadly shaolin
Death duel at mantis
Death machines
Demon fighter
Dragon Bruce Lee part II
Dragon force
Dragon lee's devil assignment
Dragon lee's ways of kung fu
Dragon on fire
Dragon princess
Dragon warrior
Dragon's never die
Drunken cripple
Drunken dragon
Drunken swordsman
Drunken swordsman strikes back
Duel 7 tigers
Duel at forest
Duel brave shadow tiger
Duel iron fist
Duel of karate
Duel of the brave ones
Duel of the dragon
Duel of the tough
Duel of ultimate weapons
Dynamo
Dynasty

Eagle claws champion
Eagle shadow fist
Eagle Vs silver
Eagles claw
Eagles showdown
Edge of fury
Eight steps of mantis
Enter the fat dragon
Enter the game of death
Enter the panther
Enter the whirlwind boxer
Ever victorious hall
Exit the dragon enter the tiger
Fantasy Mission
Fearless Fighter
Female big boss
Fierce fist
Fighting ace
Fighting fist
Fighting Justice
Fighting mad
Firefist of incredible dragon
Fist of Dragon
Fist of fear touch of death
Fist of fury II
Fist of the golden monkey
Fist that kills

Fists of Bruce Lee
Fists of vengeance
Flaming swords
Flash challenger
Four invincibles
Four robbers
Four shaolin challengers
Full contact karate
Furious slaughter
Fury of king boxer
Fury of the silver fox
General stone
Gods of wu tang
Golden dragon silver snake
Golden mask
Green dragon inn
Guns of dragon
Half a loaf kung fu
Hands of death
Haruchi
Headhunter
Hero commandos
Hero of Shanghai
Heros blood
Heros of shaolin
Horse boxing
Hurricane sword

Incredible kung fu mission
Infernal strrrt
Instant kung fu
Invicible super chan
Invincible iron guy
Invincible iron palm
Invincible obsessed fighter
Iron fist adventures
Iron fist boxer
Iron neck li
Iron ox the toger killer
Jade claw
Karate warriors
Kill the ninja
Killer snakes of shaolin kung fu
King boxer
King fu kids breakaway
Knife of devils
Knights of dragon fortress
Kung fu arts
Kung fu attraction
Kung fu battle
Kung fu from beyond the grave
Kung fu genius
Kung fu girl fighter
Kung fu hero
Kung fu master named drunk cat

Kung fu punch of death
Kung fu rebels
kung fu the invisable fist
Lady whirlwind
Last challenge of the dragon
Last fist of fury
Legend of drunken tiger
Legendary swordsman
Lethal panther
Little hero
Little mad guy
Magnificent iron fist
Manchunian avenger
Mantis under falcon claws
Martial monks of kung fu
Marvelous kung fu
Master of death
Master with cracked fingers
Mean business
Militant eagle
Mission from the dragon
New fist of fury
Ninja apocalypse
Ninja assassins
Ninja champion
Ninja death 1
Ninja death 2

Ninja death 3
Ninja heat
Ninja protector
Ninja strikes
Ninja turf
Offensive shaolin longfist
One foot crane
Prisoner of five boulders
Rage of the dragon
Rage of the master
Ragemasters return secret
Raider of the shaolin temple
Red temple lily
Renegade master
Return of the bionic boy
Return of the kung fu dragon
Return of the secret rivals
Return of the streetfighter
Revenge of the drunken master
Revenge of the shogun women
Rivals of the dragon
Samurai death bells
Secret executioners
Secret lick of death
Secret of the dragon
Secret rivals 3
Secrets of the dragon

Seven to one
Shadow ninja
Shanghai lil
Shanghai massacre
Shaolin chastity kung fu
Shaolin deadly kicks
Shaolin drunkenmonk
Shaolin fox
Shaolin iron claws
Shaolin monks
Shaolin red master
Shaolin temple
Shaolin temple 4
Shaolin Vs lama
Shaolin Vs manchu
Showdown at the equater
Silver dragon ninja
Single fighter
Sister streetfighter
Snake crane secret
Snake fist of buddist dragon
Snake in the monkeys shadow
Snake strikes back
Spirits of Bruce Lee
Story of drunken master
Street fighters last revenge
Struggle

Sun dragon
Supermen against the orient
Survival of the dragon
Sword of the bushido
Sword of the master
Tattoo connection
Ten fingers of death
The angry dragon
The angry fist
The art of war
The big fight
The black dragon
The black godfather
The bodyguard
The brave archer
The brave archer III
The brave kung fu shadow
The brave lion
The bronze girls of shaolin
The deadly cobra
The deadly confrontation
The devils sword
The dragon and the young master
The dragon on fire
The dragon the wizard and the boxer
The eight escorts
The eight masters

The fearless hyena
The ferocious brothers
The fierce one
The fist of fury
The great Chinese boxer
The guy with sceret kung fu
The head hunter
The image of Bruce Lee
The image of Bruce Lee
The impossible kid
The invincible from hell
The invincible killer
The iron dragon strikes back
The killer meteor
The leopard fist ninja
The magnificent bodyguards
The mandarin magician
The master and the kid
The ninja avenger
The ninja connection
The one armed swordsman
The screaming tiger
The shaolin invincible ten
The silver spear
The six directions of boxing
The snake strikes back
The snake, the tiger and the crane

The streetfighter
The super ninja
The supergang
The swift shaolin boxer
The three avengers
The thundering mantis
The tiger strikes again
The unbeaten 28
The world of drunken spider
The wrestler
Tiger at the top
Tiger from kwai river
Tiger love
To kill with intrique
Tough guy
True game of death
Two great cavaliers
Two wonderous tigers
Wang yu the destroyer
Warriors three
Weapons of death
Western palace
World series of martial arts
Wu tang magic kick
Young Bruce Lee
Young master

